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Abstract 

Rental markets across Australia are extremely tight right now, and the last thing you need is 

a black mark against your name. 

This is why it is so important to ensure you get your entire rental bond back when you move 

out of your rental property. If your landlord or property manager withholds your bond 

refund, this will be evident on your rental history - and it doesn’t look good. 

There are a couple common reasons rental bond can be withheld, such as money owed or 

damage to the property. Not only could it impact your future rental applications, it can also 

mean thousands of your hard-earned dollars down the toilet. 

But there are things you can do to make sure this doesn’t happen. Here are a few tips and 

tricks to always ensure you get your bond back, coming from someone who was once in the 

real estate game. 

 

I. Introduction 

A rental bond is a three-way agreement between the landlord, tenant, and the surety 

provider. Generally, to protect losses arising from the tenant’s default, landlords follow the 

practice of taking security deposits from the tenant. 

However, landlords still face trust issues with tenants and don’t provide their apartments 

easily on rent. A rental bond gives landlords a wider and comprehensive cover than the cash 

security deposit. The rental bond company or surety provider underwrites the tenant and 

issues a bond once it is convinced about the credibility of the tenant. If the tenant defaults, 

the bond pays the landlord the amount of the loss up to the limit of the indemnity under the 

bond. After that, it proceeds to collect the same from the defaulting tenant. 

How it works 

The landlord and the tenant execute a rental agreement at the time of the tenancy. The 

agreement lays out the tenancy terms, including the obligations of the landlord and the 

tenant. 

However, it does not assure the landlord of the performance of the tenant’s responsibilities 

under the tenancy contract (rent agreement). The landlord also does not have the means to 

assess the credibility of the tenant. 



A rental bond covers the landlord for risks of loss emanating from the tenant’s default, 

including unpaid rent, utility bills, unpaid rent for the breach of the lock-in period, and 

damages to the property. 

By eliminating the need for security deposits, the rental bond makes the property more 

striking to the prospective tenant and shortens tenant conversion cycles. 

Further, the rental bond follows the rent agreement and assures the landlord of the 

performance of tenants’ obligations that arise under the tenancy contract. This way, the 

rental agreement is also a must to ensure the enforceability of the rental bond. 

 

II. Renting Information and Advice 

This information only applies to ACT renters.  If you are renting outside the ACT, go to Links 

for services that can help you. 

The details below are for renting advice and information, if you are in need of support 

services see our support services page.  Our Links page has details for services such as Office 

of Rental Bonds, ACAT and other services. 

 

Tenancy 

If you have a tenancy, lease or residential tenancy agreement, go to Tenancy Factsheets, 

Sample Letters and Frequently Asked Questions.  The 100 terms in the Standard Lease apply 

to you. 



Occupancy 

If you live in a different type of accommodation, e.g., a homestay living with the owner of 

the house, university accommodation, caravan park, emergency accommodation, 

hotel/motel or boarding house, you may be an occupant, not a tenant.  Go to Occupancy 

Factsheets to find out whether you are an occupant and for information on occupants’ 

rights. 

Share House 

If you live in a share house, download our Share Housing Booklet for information on share 

house issues. 

Please note that you should be aware of your type of tenancy in a share house, e.g. are you a 

head-tenant, a sub-tenant or something else? 

Public Housing 

If you live in public/social housing with Housing ACT, our tenancy information applies to you. 

However, if you want advice on applications, transfers, rental rebates, review of decisions or 

obtaining Priority status, call Canberra Community Law or go to their website for 

information. 

Looking for Somewhere to Live? 

If you are looking for accommodation, see Finding Somewhere to Live, Budgeting and our 

Property Checklist. 

Advice for Renters 

If you require legal advice, renters can call Legal Aid’s Tenancy Advice Service. 

We encourage you to check our information here first to clarify your issue and the sorts of 

things you should be asking about 

 

III. Reasons Not to Return a Tenant's Security Deposit 

When a tenant moves into a rental property, he or she will pay the landlord a security 

deposit in addition to first month’s rent. This deposit will typically be returned to the tenant 

at the end of the lease term, as long as the tenant follows all the terms of the lease 

agreement. Learn five reasons a tenant may not be entitled to the return of their security 

deposit, in whole or in part. 



5 Times a Landlord Does Not Have to Return a Tenant's Security Deposit 

Each state has specific security deposit laws landlords and tenants must follow, including the 

reasons you can keep a tenant's security deposit. However, here are five of the most 

common reasons a tenant should not expect their security deposit to be returned. 

 

1. Breaking or Terminating a Lease Early 

If a tenant breaks their lease, the landlord can keep all or part of the security deposit 

necessary to cover the costs associated with this breach. Again it will depend on the wording 

of your lease and the particular landlord-tenant laws in your state. If you have included an 

early termination clause in the lease the tenant signed, they will have to abide by these 

terms. 

2. Nonpayment of Rent 

Most states will allow you to keep all or a portion of the security deposit when the tenant 

does not pay their rent. 

When a tenant does not fulfill their contractual obligation to pay their monthly rent, you are 

usually allowed to keep the portion of this security deposit necessary to cover the lost rent.  

3. Damage to the Property 

Another reason you may be able to keep a tenant’s security deposit is because they have 

caused damage to your property. Damage is different than normal wear and tear on the 

property. Here are some examples of each: 



Normal Wear and Tear: 

 A few small nail holes in the walls from hanging pictures 

 A few small stains on the carpet 

 A small amount of mildew forming in grout lines in the shower tiles 

 Dirty grout 

 Tarnish on bathroom fixtures 

 Loose handles or doors on kitchen or bathroom cabinets 

 Reasonable amounts of dirt, dust or grime on the floors, walls, or appliances 

Damage: 

 Multiple/large holes in the walls 

 Huge stains or holes in the carpet 

 Extensive water damage to hardwood floors 

 Missing outlet covers 

 Missing or damaged smoke or carbon monoxide detectors 

 Cracked kitchen or bathroom countertop 

 Broken bathroom vanity 

 Broken windows 

 Broken doors 

 Keys not returned at end of tenancy 

4. Cleaning Costs 

Under normal circumstances, you cannot make deductions from a tenant's security deposit 

to cover normal cleaning costs. 

5. Unpaid Utilities 



A tenant may not be entitled to the return of their deposit if they have not paid their utility 

bills. You may be able to keep a tenant’s security deposit to cover any utilities they have 

neglected to pay and were required to pay as part of their lease. 

 

IV. How to ensure you get your rental bond back 

Now for the juicy part: how to make sure you get your bond back. I’m assuming this part is 

the real reason you clicked on this article. Maybe your landlord or property manager is a 

piece of work, or maybe you’re about to move into your first rental property and want to be 

prepared for the worst. Either way, knowing these pretty simple and easy tips can help 

ensure you always get that hefty deposit back in your wallet. 

 

Keep records of EVERYTHING 

This might be the most important tip of all: you should be keeping track of everything to do 

with your rental property. That includes the long-winded email chain organising getting your 

shower fixed and copies of all your entry documents. At least keep records of these things 

until your lease runs out and you have received your rental bond back. 

Keeping records of everything can literally save you hours of back and forth trying to argue 

who is right and how a situation really went down. Maintain records of emails, physical 

documents, even phone conversations if your landlord is really trying to be shady. Try to 



cover all your bases as much as you can so, if it comes time to bring out the evidence, you 

have it all ready to go. 

Hire a bond cleaner 

If you aren’t a great cleaner or you just want peace of mind, hire a bond cleaner for your 

vacate. Bond cleaners specialise in making sure the property is left in a clean and tidy state 

so that you get your entire bond back. It also saves you needing to go back and fix anything 

before you get your bond back. Usually if there are any problems with the clean, the 

cleaners will go back free of charge and can liaise with the property management or landlord 

directly. 

Organising the bond cleaner yourself, rather than letting your landlord or property manager 

take the cost out of the bond, is a good idea for a few reasons. Firstly, you can ring around 

and get some quotes to make sure you are getting the best deal. And secondly, you will then 

get your entire bond refund back (duh). It just looks better to have your bond refunded in 

full, even if the reason some of it was taken was completely harmless. 

Make sure you keep a copy of the receipt and send it to your property manager or landlord. 

This way, they know that you did your part in leaving the property clean and they have no 

reason to withhold your bond. 

Insist on an entry and exit condition report 

If your landlord tells you that you can skip over the entry and exit condition reports, they’re 

not necessarily doing you any favours. You may think they’re just super cool and chill and not 

like other landlords. Maybe they are, but it’s always best to just get it out of the way - for 

both parties. 

Complete detailed and thorough entry and exit condition reports. Comment on anything 

that isn’t in the photos, take your own photos for records, double check everything and send 

your photos with any differences along with your entry and exit condition reports. 

Doing an entry and exit condition report shields you from any false allegations. Say there 

was a carpet stain there when you moved in but your landlord tries to claim you made the 

stain. You can simply show your before photo and clear your own name. It might take time 

and seem like a pain in the bum, but it could save you some headaches later down the track. 

Compare ‘before and after' 

When you are about to vacate, actually compare your entry condition report to your exit 

condition report. This way, you can see any differences in the state of the property. It’s easy 

to miss a scratch on the wall or a stain on the carpet you may not have noticed – you are 



only human. By comparing before to after, you can easily notice anything you need to fix up, 

and do it before you vacate and avoid any allegations. 

Keep track of rental payments and bills 

You may find it helpful to keep track of your weekly/fortnightly/monthly rental payments on 

your end to compare with your landlord’s records. That way, if they try to claim that you still 

owe them money, you can cross reference with your own records to confirm. If your records 

show that you are, in fact, paid up to date - you can provide this information to your 

property manager or landlord and clear up any confusion. In any case, you can request a 

rental ledger to see how much money is owed or paid, and when. 

Know your rights 

Above all else, make sure you understand your rights as a tenant before you move into a 

rental property. Know what leg you have to stand on and what your responsibilities are. 

Understand the difference between wear and tear and damage. Always pay your rent as 

scheduled and, above all else, just be a good tenant. If you always do the right thing, there 

should be nothing that can be misconstrued or used against you. 

 

V. Tips for Getting Your Security Deposit Back 

Anyone who's ever moved out of a rental home knows how nerve-wracking it can be to wait 

on a security deposit refund. For many renters, the period of 'double rent' when you've paid 

the deposit and first month's rent on your new home can be stressful and difficult, made 

even worse by the uncertainty of not knowing when and how much of your previous lease's 

security deposit is on its way. 

Review Your Lease 

The first and best defense for getting the security deposit back is to thoroughly review your 

lease. Understand what you’re getting into when you move into the home, and you’ll know 

what to expect when you move out. 

But what if you’re already living in your rental—is it too late to track your agreement? 

Absolutely not. Any time you want to do work to your home and aren’t sure if it will count 

against your security deposit, whether it’s painting a room or changing a light fixture, contact 

your landlord and ask. The best way to do this is not by phone or text, but by email, as it 

creates an easily checked written record. That way, if one person in your rental office says 

you’re fine to paint your walls bright blue but you’re dinged on the security deposit when 

you move out, you’ll be able to prove your case. 



Carpet Stains 

A very common problem at move out, carpet stains and discoloration can quickly eat away at 

getting security deposit back. While casual wear and tear shouldn’t count against your 

security deposit, excessive staining will. 

 

The most common sources of carpet stains are pets and spilled food. (And sometimes one 

follows the other.) The best time to treat a stain is immediately after the incident occurs. Of 

course, unless you schedule your spills and pet accidents in advance, this means you’ll need 

to keep the carpet cleaning solution on hand. You’d be amazed at how this small investment 

can save big dollars when it’s time to move out. 

There are plenty of other types of carpet stains. After food and pets, the most common is 

probably wax. If that’s the problem you have, see this Family Handyman article on cleaning 

wax out of carpet, and you should be all set. 

Drywall Damage 

Dings, torn paper facing and excessive holes in drywall are often causes for losing at least 

part of a renters’ security deposit. Luckily, patching drywall is an easy enough job. Some 

landlords will take drywall patching as a sign of good faith, and won’t require you to repaint 

walls, especially if you’ve been in the home for a full year or more. It’s always worth asking 

and getting the response in writing. 

Paint Issues 



Stains, spills and drywall repairs all require paint touch up. However, the slight touch ups 

from simple wear and tear shouldn’t be deducted from getting security deposit back. On the 

other hand, if you’ve decided to paint the home a different color, or if you’ve had to do 

extensive drywall patching, then you should contact your landlord about their paint policy. 

Some property managers allow tenants to paint walls to meet their preferences. If you got 

the okay from your landlord, be sure you have it in writing. 

Screens & Window Treatments 

Window screens and treatments are constant headaches for renters. They’re easy to 

damage, especially if you have children or pets. Luckily they’re also extremely easy to repair. 

If you patch or replace a damaged screen or blind, you’ll avoid having both the repair and 

the handyman trip to the hardware store taken out of your deposit. 

Document Pre-Existing Damage 

No home is perfect, and there will almost certainly be one or more issues with your rental 

when you move in. Many landlords provide new tenants with a move-in form to record any 

preexisting damage. If yours didn’t, simply write up a list and send it to them. It doesn’t have 

to cover everything. Something like “door sticks in warm weather” probably doesn’t need to 

be on there, but “door has a chunk missing” does. 

Bathroom Drains 

The main issue when bathrooms impact security deposits is excessively clogged or damaged 

drains, especially toilet drains. If your sink or toilet clogs due to normal use, you shouldn’t be 

dinged on your security deposit. But if your drains are damaged by foreign objects, you 

might be charged. This is one more reason to read and understand your lease! 

Clean-up and Trash-out 

You know when you were a kid and people told you that first impressions matter? Well, the 

same is true for landlords walking through a house after a tenant moves out. If your landlord 

walks in the door and it looks like you know some secret cleaning tricks, he or she will 

immediately be put in the right mindset to understand that you deserve to get 100% of 

getting the security deposit back. 

Most leases require rentals to be left in “broom-swept” condition. This means that the place 

doesn’t need to be spotless, just clean enough that you aren’t leaving a mess when you 

depart. And don’t forget to dispose of your trash properly. You’d be shocked by the number 

of tenants who leave garbage, clothes or even furniture behind when they move out. If you 

make this mistake, your deposit will be used to pay for its removal after you’re gone. 



Ask for a Pre-Move Walk-through 

If you’re concerned about getting the security deposit back, then one of the best ways to put 

your mind at ease is to ask your landlord for a walk-through after you’ve cleaned your rental, 

but before you move out. This is a great signal to your landlord that you’re acting in good 

faith. And that can go a long way when it’s time for them to make judgment calls on items 

that are in a gray area. 

Know Your Rights 

If all else fails, and you feel that you’re being charged an unfair amount against your security 

deposit, don’t be afraid to stand up for yourself! While landlords can deduct from a security 

deposit for a variety of reasons, that doesn’t mean they have free rein to do whatever they 

like or to charge you for things outside your control, such as a leaky roof. 

The laws governing renters’ rights and security deposit vary depending on location, so your 

best bet is to reach out to a pro near you. In addition, many areas have local organizations 

that provide free legal resources for renters. 

 

VI. Simple End Of Lease Cleaning Tips 

If you are planning to move out of your lease property, then end of tenancy cleaning is 

essential. Without proper cleaning, you can lose you bond money entirely or partially. 

 

Before you start the cleaning work, ensure everything is out of the apartment. This will be 

fruitful as you will be able to inspect every nook and corner and won’t miss out on anything 

that requires attention. 



Always remember, it is the responsibility of residents to maintain the cleanliness throughout 

their tenancy and return the premise in the same condition, as mentioned in the agreement. 

It is good to check the initial condition report twice before repairing or cleaning any specific 

thing. You are obligated to fix the problem caused by you during your lease period. So, be 

careful and know your laws and rights as a tenant in ACT. 

Here is a complete guide to help you carry out a detailed end of lease cleaning for the 

smooth retrieval of bond money after the thorough inspection. 

Move-In Inspection 

The first thing you need to do when you first move into a rental property is a proper 

inspection. This inspection will help you in determining the areas that are unclean or already 

damaged. 

Then properly maintain the data in the property condition report. This report will be 

beneficial as a reference; that it was a pre-existing issue. Under these circumstances, you will 

not be liable for any compensation to the landlord or loss of your bond money. 

Start With A Checklist 

Property owners have the right to get back their property in good condition. While moving 

out, make sure that everything is in proper condition as in the absence of this, you are liable 

to lose your bond money. 

During the inspection, the agent will go through the report to know the exact condition of 

the property. You can use this as a guide to come up with your own checklist and work on 

those areas that require repair or cleaning work. 

The list you use at the End of Lease Cleaning Canberra should be made as per the 

professional Checklist. 

Window Cleaning 

It is strongly believed that a clean sparkling window adds to the overall ambiance of the 

interior. While leaving the rental property ensure to clean all smudge marks on the windows. 

For the apt cleaning usage of cleaning solution and microfiber cloths are very fruitful. You 

can remove lime from windows and other surfaces using vinegar solution. 

End of Lease Cleaning Canberra is trained to do a thorough cleaning service for the rented 

property. This end of lease cleaning service will ensure that tenants retrieve the entire bond 

money. 

Carpets Cleaning 



What is your plan? If your carpet has become dirty and required extensive cleaning. Clean it 

before you leave the rented property. You can give a carpet a refreshed look by the steam 

clean. The steam clean will prevent long-term damages. However, most bond cleaning 

companies won’t include steam cleaning in the end of lease cleaning package. They will only 

vacuum your rugs and delicate floor coverings. If you want your carpets to look sparkling 

clean, additional service will be required. 

In some case, your agent will look for a receipt for professional carpet steam cleaning. So, 

you have to keep all the document ready for the final inspection. 

Walls Cleaning 

As you know different types of wall finishes require different care. So while cleaning, you 

must use special cleaning procedures to clean hidden dirt out of the textured finish. This 

cleaning will enhance the overall interior of the property. 

If there are some stains on the wall, you can wash it with sugar soap and warm water. This 

cleaning will help you in attaining your bond money back. 

Cleaning Of Light Fixtures And Fittings 

It’s a fact that nobody does the job better than the end of lease cleaners. The other 

important area of cleaning at the end of the lease is cleaning of light fixtures and fittings. 

Light bulbs, fans, ceiling and light switches should be adequately cleaned and are in good 

working condition. Agents will look at all the parameters of cleaning; hence the entire area 

should be scrubbed and cleaned correctly. If electrical fittings are malfunctioning, you should 

fix it. 

Use a microfiber cloth and wipe down light fixtures and fittings. It is one of the best dusting 

tools that can be used again and again without causing harm to the surface as well as the 

environment. 

Clean The Exterior 

If your property comprises of an outdoor area or a yard, ensure the premise is free from all 

kinds of prune plants and weeds. The oil and grease stains are very hard to come off so use 

pressure washer to clean the outer area of your lease property. A pressure washer will make 

your cleaning task a lot easier. If your exterior is dirty, the agent will doubt the internal 

hygiene also, so clean it with utmost precision. 

Bathroom Cleaning 



Bathroom cleaning is an arduous task, thoroughly clean it and disinfects the entire bathing 

area. Scrub it properly to remove all signs of soap scum and mould. Make sure you use green 

cleaning products while cleaning your bathroom to prevent the spread of toxic chemicals. 

Tip: It is always good to start from the ceiling to fetch dust and dirt. This will make your job a 

lot easier. 

You can also use a paste of baking soda and vinegar for cleaning. 

Before cleaning task walk through the leased property and make a note of cleaning solutions 

required for the cleaning. 

 

VII. Benefits of rental bonds for tenants 

Tenants are required to put up a security deposit at the time of renting a property. The 

amount of the deposit can range from one month’s rental to up to 10 months rental 

depending on the city one resides in. The security deposit remains locked in with the 

landlord during the period of tenancy.  

 

While most of the landlords refund the security deposit within a reasonable period of time of 

the termination of the tenancy, there are times that it has taken the tenant more than a few 

months to recover the deposit from the landlord. In a few cases, he hasn’t received it at all. 

Moreover, if a tenant moves from rented accommodation to another one, he is required to 

put up an additional deposit with the new landlord even before he has got the previous one 



back. While landlords take security deposits to protect themselves against losses in the 

event of a default by the tenant, the security deposit at times has become the source of 

strife between the landlord and the tenant. This could be due to unauthorized deduction or 

a delayed refund by the landlord. 

Hence, there is a growing trend of both the landlords and the tenants moving towards using 

rental bonds as a replacement for the security deposit. 

It works for the tenant as well! 

No Security Deposits 

The rental bond does away with the need of a security deposit thus enabling the tenant to 

utilize the amount of the deposit for things that are more important to him. The tenant just 

has to pay a fee – a fraction of the security deposit to the surety bond company. A rental 

bond also helps a tenant shift from one rented property to another as it does not lock in 

incremental funds. Further, the unexpired portion of the rental bond can also be shifted to 

the new property thus helping the tenant save on guarantee fees if there are no existing 

claim on the current bond. 

Establishes a track record 

Currently, when a tenant shifts from one landlord to another, he has to start working on the 

process of building trust with the landlord all over again. However, with a rental bond, the 

tenant can carry the benefit of a good tenancy track record at his previous tenancies to his 

next tenancy. A good tenancy behavior establishes the credentials of the tenant entitling him 

to discounts on guarantee fees. Being a good tenant, he will be also sought after by the 

landlords thus enabling him to get preferred tenancy terms 

Rental Bonds provide the landlord with a credit-verified and assessed tenant backed by an 

institutional guarantee. It helps address the issue of lack of trust between landlords and 

tenants. Effectively, the bond hastens the process of building trust between the two parties. 

This is Trust Simplified!! 

Ease of operation 

Getting a rental bond is simple & easy. It’s completely online & takes only a few minutes. All 

that a prospective tenant has to do is to go online and fill in the necessary details for the due 

diligence as required by the rental bond company. Once approved, the bond is issued 

immediately as soon the tenant has paid the guarantee fees. 

With increasing acceptance, Rental bonds are gradually bringing about the desired change in 

renting behaviour amongst the landlords as well as the tenants. Rental Bonds are clearly the 

way of the future as they help good tenants save on liquidity, get preferred tenancy terms 



from landlords while at the same time providing him with ease of mobility between 

properties. Over and above everything else, rental bonds are bringing in probity into every 

rental transaction. 

 

Conclusion 

Consider all the facts while planning a move and try to complete all the tasks in order to get 

back your bond money without any hassle. This guide will help you to understand all about 

rental bond back.  
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